Nearly complete - all essential goals completed.
8-11-2015
Very little has been added since 1958 but,
the most important, and MOST Devastating Scam ever perpetrated on the People was Ecology - "Save the Planet!"
It is a means to DISTRACT the people from seeing what is happening – even Better than a War!– Everybody gets on
‘on-board’ - behind all efforts to fight this ‘Enemy’, happily giving up their GOD-given RIGHTS (so Government
supposedly can get the job done). It can be made to last FOREVER and there is much less damage to “our goods” (the
Financial & Physical assets of The People that they will TAKE & CONTROL).
And, I might add, that even the Muslims are into this - by gradually inserting Sharia Law into our legal system.
Can you believe it?

33 out of 45 are DONE! - this puts us 73% there.

11 more are at least 2/3 Done. That puts us about

92% There Already !!

ONLY 1 - the last one - hasn't gotten far.
BUT, it has gotten a lot of attention lately from the Communists & "Progressives",
The DEMAGOGUES that desire a One-World-Government.
HILLARY CLINTON works every day to accomplish this through the UN Small Arms DISARMAMENT Treaty
This will be ONE Action only. It will happen “All at Once” – on ONE Day
The comments (in RED) here are mine. DickA

List of 45 Communist Goals in 1958
The following is the list of Communist goals contained in The Naked Communist:[3]

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

U.S. acceptance of coexistence as the only alternative to atomic war.
DONE.
U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to engaging in atomic war.
DONE.
Develop the illusion that total disarmament by the United States would be a
demonstration of moral strength.
3/4 Done. Well on the way.
Permit free trade between all nations regardless of Communist affiliation and
regardless of whether or not items
could be used for war.
DONE.
Extension of long-term loans to Russia and Soviet satellites.
DONE.
Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist domination.
DONE.
Grant recognition of Red China. Admission of Red China to the U.N.
DONE.
Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite of Khrushchev's promise in
1955 to settle the German question by free elections under supervision of the U.N.
DONE & Gone.
Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests because the United States has agreed to
suspend tests as long as negotiations are in progress.
Nearly complete – still going strong.
Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the U.N.
DONE.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

17.

Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is rewritten, demand that
it be set up as a One-World-Government with its own independent armed forces.
1st part DONE.
2nd part is 2/3 DONE:
The UN has their own forces but One-World Government is not YET complete.
The Bushes and the CFR are the leading advocates & Forces FOR a One-WorldGovernment. Obama has expressed his desire to create a Civilian Police/Army, with
even more powers than our present Police and Army have – run by the Federal
Government (did you ever hear of the Gestapo?).
Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party.
DONE.
Do away with all loyalty oaths.
3/4 DONE.
They have left out, or are in the process of leaving out, key words in the remaining
oaths (like GOD).
Even immigrants now do not have to take an Oath to Defend their new country!
Continue giving Russia access to the U.S. Patent Office.
DONE.
Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States.
5/6 DONE.
The Democratic Party is now DONE.
The Republican Party now is about 2/3 DONE. It is now nearly impossible to Elect a
True Believer in the Constitution or anyone that will NOT put “The Party” FIRST,
The People SECOND.
Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institutions by claiming their activities
violate civil rights.
Nearly Complete - with the enormous help of the ACLU.
The Boy Scouts and even OUR ARMY are now totally ruined by such decisions.
Even the timeless, Sacred Institution of Marriage has been destroyed.
The Supreme Court has ruled that MURDER of BABIES (abortion) is Constitutional.
Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and current
Communist propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers' associations.
Put the party line in textbooks.
Mostly DONE.
The “Party Line” is even in OUR school textbooks, but, of course, is not labeled as
such. Common-Core is being implemented everywhere. (succinctly: it REMOVES all
input from Parents & Teachers and replaces them with Appointed Bureaucrats, who are
charged with making OUR children “All-the-SAME”.
They no longer teach Cursive Writing (curb the ability to Communicate).
They are now teaching our children that our Constitution is Flawed & Prejudiced, and
that Ecology is more important than our very lives, that Obedience to our Government

18.

19.

20.

21.

and Respect of Authority are primary civic responsibilities (thanks to LBJ) and that
Political Activists, that were not even US Citizens, are now “National Heroes”, and
much more. GOD & Religion have been completely removed from any part of our
schools as well
as all sectors of government (except: some schools are FORCING
students to study ISLAM). Our children are being taught about deviant and immoral
sex (some already ASSIST by furnishing condoms and Contraceptives to students)
and that homosexuals
and other sexual deviants are NORMAL. Only total
implementation of Common-Core remains before this can be considered “DONE”.
Gain control of all student newspapers.
3/4 DONE - Well on its way.
Our educational system teaches ALL children to be “good little communists” - from
the start. Content ‘type’ is closely censored - Religion has been removed - Socialist
Programs and Protests are “featured”.
Use student riots to foment public protests against programs or organizations, which
are under Communist attack.
DONE.
Government is actively discrediting, and even acting FORCIBLY against, those that
protest against Communism or ANY Socialist Programs.
Our President and our Government are encouraging other forms of Protests (which
leads to even more lawlessness – REMOVE the Brain and you have CONTROL),
ignoring almost all crimes being committed in riots and even prosecuting the Police
that try to control the rioting.
This is now a common tactic that will continue unimpeded up until The Day when we
Announce that we now are a Communist State – when it will suddenly STOP – by
FORCE.
Infiltrate the press. Get control of book-review assignments, editorial writing, policy
making positions.
DONE.
97% of ALL Media is now controlled by the Left (don’t fool yourself, this includes
FOX News).
The Right, and ALL contrary views are being blocked.
Only the Internet remains as a means of finding the Truth – Guard it well or we
LOSE. However, government is trying very hard to gain control of the Internet so IT
can CONTROL what you KNOW
(under the guise of Taxing it or for National Security).
And, sadly, the people have become so apathetic that very few (5%?) will take the
time to Vet the News or even the Candidates they have to Vote for (don’t you dare
interfere with me watching ‘Dancing With The Stars’).
Haven’t you noticed that virtually ALL Movie & Book critics are homosexuals?
Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and motion pictures.
DONE .
97%. In addition, homosexuals have completely infiltrated every part of Media,
starting with the camera people and behind the scenes operators and spreading out to

22.

23.
24.

25.

26.

27.

virtually everything not actually televised, and now all types of programs are
portraying homosexuals and other deviants as NORMAL - on a daily basis. The head
of ABC News publicly announced last year that they NO LONGER even try to
present the News fairly - They report WHAT they want and HOW they want.
Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all forms of artistic expression.
Skousen claimed that an American Communist cell was told to "eliminate all good
sculpture from parks and buildings, substitute shapeless, awkward and meaningless
forms."
DONE.
They have taken this even farther by subsidizing Artists with Socialist beliefs, “poor
art” and that which portrays deviant sex and drugs as “Acceptable Behavior”.
Control art critics and directors of art museums.
DONE.
Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them "censorship" and a violation of
free speech and free press.
DONE.
All forms of obscenity and foul language are now The NORM – at all times – on all
channels. They do NOT respect the hours that children are watching TV – this is NOT
by accident! They don’t even have an restrictions on sexually oriented products that
broadcast at ALL times – even to kids.
Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography and obscenity in
books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV.
DONE.
The Media is even promoting Pornographers, such as Kardashian, as Stars.
There are many TV programs now that treat Pornography and Illicit Sex as Normal &
Desirable.
Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as "normal, natural, healthy."
Skousen claimed Communists sought to encourage the practice of masturbation.
DONE.
Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social" religion. Discredit the
Bible and emphasize the need for intellectual maturity, which does not need a
"religious crutch."
At least 3/4 DONE.
They passed LAWS that prohibit Preachers from talking Politics or criticizing the
Government. Most Americans, even religious ones, believe it is BEST not to even
mention the Church or Religion. There has been a tremendous growth of nondenominational churches that preach the Socialist line and virtually
ALL of the Churches that remain ALLOW or TOLERATE Abortion, Homosexuality
and many illegal acts. Government has SHUT-UP the Churches on all MORAL issues
and ‘BRIBED’ them by giving them “GRANTS’ and other ‘business’ relating to
supposed humanitarian work, which is mostly helping ILLEGAL Immigrants.

28.

29.

30.

Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the ground that
it violates the principle of "separation of church and state."
90% DONE - with the help of the ACLU. There not many schools remaining that even
allow public prayer and even The Pledge of Allegiance has been dropped by many.
The BIG problem is that they have succeeded in REVISING HISTORY – to make the
American Public BELIEVE that the Founding Fathers WANTED total “Separation of
Church & State” – a LIE. They wanted to be sure that the Federal Government could
never MANDATE a “State Religion” – because they had seen how such a thing
ALWAYS had turned into a
Tyranny. They were fully aware that the Pilgrims and
many more of our initial settlers came here to escape Religious Persecution, and went
to great lengths to insure that ALL Religious Sects (Judeo-Christian) were FREE to
practice their beliefs (as long as it did not conflict or infringe upon the GOD-given
Rights of anybody else).
They ALL greatly encouraged the Study & Practice of Religion, formed Religious
based Universities, believed that Religion was the basis of Morality (the two are
inseparable) and encouraged all levels of government to assist Religion by use of
Public Facilities in a unbiased manner. In FACT, the Capitol Building was used for
Sunday Church Services, attended by George Washington, most of of the other
Founding Fathers and most Elected Officials (thousands) for more than 100 YEARS.
Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step
with modern needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis.
DONE.
It has been greatly enabled by the Clinton & Obama administrations. They now teach
it is Flawed & Prejudiced. Most politicians are afraid to even MENTION the
Constitution – they will be BLASTED by the Left. Most students know little or
nothing about the Constitution, their GOD-given Rights or the 18 SPECIFIC, limited
Powers given to the Federal Government (all in Article I, Section 8).
At this point in our History, our government is LAWLESS – They threw the
Constitution into the Dumpster. Most of the laws passed in the last 20 years are
UNCONSTITUTIONAL. We no longer “Rule of Law”, but “Rule BY MEN” (which
varies daily, depending upon WHO is in POWER)!. Our President and Attorney
General have Publicly Announced that they will NOT enforce certain laws.
The President makes Executive Orders that completely BYPASS the Congress and are
contrary to existing law almost on a Daily Basis. Our Elected Official in Washinton
whimper and take home the money (BRIBES & POWER).
Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats who had
no concern for the "common man."
2/3 DONE. This is ongoing & growing.
It was greatly assisted when they discovered they could “say” that the Founding
Fathers were in favor of Slavery and “Separation of Church and State” (both are
LIES). Now they are portraying our Founding Fathers as Bigots and Secularists (not
Religious or believing in the Greatness of GOD) – also LIES.
Every day there are LESS people willing to stand up for the TRUTH and defend these
GREATEST of Men and their beliefs.

31.

32.

33.

34.
35.

36.

Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of American history
on the ground that it was only a minor part of the "big picture." Give more emphasis to
Russian history since the Communists took over.
DONE .
They no longer teach REAL American History (Revisonist History, where all mentions
of GOD, Religion &Faith have been REMOVED from our school textbooks – this was
started by FDR in 1934) . They skip most about Russian History (perhaps because
there is not much “good” to be found in the last Century).
Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture,
education, social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc.
DONE - in spades!
Every day all three branches of our Federal Government (the Executive, Legislative
and Judicial) pass laws and make decisions that adversely affect the Sovereignty of the
States and the People.- that TAKE AWAY Powers from the States and The People.
We now have more welfare and entitlement programs than even the liberals ever
thought possible. They have enlisted millions of unwitting people by expanding
unemployment to the point that all incentives to find a job are removed, and by giving
them ‘Free Stuff”. Even ILLEGALS are now receiving government money, in most
cases well above poverty level (who continue working, not paying taxes and living
ABOVE the National Average). Obamacare is probably the FINAL end here – it
MANDATES that all will have ONE type of Health-care (and be fined or imprisoned if
they don’t), which is the LARGEST single part of our Economy, which completely
CONTROLS the relationship between Doctor and Patient, which will be administered
by Appointed Bureaucrats, that will determine WHWN, HOW and IF a person will be
treated and die. Most importantly, Obamacare has Zero Incentives to IMPROVE any
part of the program. So, costs will go up, care will go down and it will grow
exponentially – until WHAT?
Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the Communist
apparatus.
DONE.
They can now do whatever they want and the present regime will even FUND it.
Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
DONE.
Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI.
2/3 Done - they are doing it constantly.
They have changed the FBI’s goals to promote socialism’s goals and even our own
Government is discrediting the FBI (as well as the CIA, NSA and ALL Police)
whenever it gets a chance (often).
Infiltrate and gain control of more unions.
DONE.
They now control of nearly all unions. Obama was put in office by unions and he is
doing everything in his power to pay them back. He & his Group created the Bail-Outs
- and GAVE them OWNERSHIP of General Motors and Chrysler. This was also the

37.

38.

39.

40.

Final Blow to the American Automobile Industry (formerly the biggest Industry in the
World and the employer of Millions – it still employs millions but now in foreign
countries). Only Ford survives but it too is being “manipulated” - by Laws being
passed that FORCE it to build its plants in FOREIGN countries.
Infiltrate and gain control of big business.
DONE.
The government has taken over big business and, in the process, completely done away
with our manufacturing base (the most important source of wealth for all of America since the beginning). Obama appointed the CEO of GE as his top Economic Advisor,
who promptly moved more of his company OUT of America and into Foreign
Countries, and helped get laws passed forcing other big businesses to do the same.
Obama appointed a top official of J.P. Morgan Chase (one of the OWNERS of the FED
– that control almost ALL of the MONEY in the World) as his Chief of Staff.
Two powerful FOXES are now guarding ALL the best producing Chickens.
Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social agencies. Treat all
behavioral problems as psychiatric disorders which no one but psychiatrists can
understand or treat.
DONE.
The EPA particularly, as well as the tree-huggers, animal- lovers and greenies of all
types,. can DO IN and DESTROY anybody they choose – and they do it DAILY.
They have invented a “Label” for every type of disorder, declared them ALL to be
“DISEASES” (including simply ‘Bad Decisions’) and convinced the public that they
can only be treated by (Government Trained) Psychiatrists.
Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means of gaining
coercive control over those who oppose Communist goals.
DONE.
They now even name their own “experts” so even a jury can’t hear the Truth. Any
TRUE experts are attacked and discredited as incompetent. “Political Correctness” has
taken precedence over Reason in all parts of our society. Everybody is now afraid to
tell the REAL Truth of their REAL feelings. They have been “conditioned” to NOT
OFFEND anybody. Nobody seems to understand that the ONLY ones Offended are
those that are trying to DESTROY us. They now label any Veteran that had any
trauma problems or voices concern over our Government as DANGEROUS and take
away his RIGHT to defend himself.
Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity, masturbation and easy
divorce.
DONE, DONE, DONE & DONE.
Now, they have gone even further – they have declared that Marriage in not only
between a Man and a Woman – it can be anything or anybody. They have done
everything possible to Destroy the FAMILY. They have brought in known sexual
deviants to administer Family and Youth programs and they have passed laws that
Favor NOT getting married.

41.

42.

43.

44.
45.

Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of parents.
Attribute prejudices, mental blocks and retarding of children to suppressive influence
of parents.
DONE.
Parents no longer can discipline their children without the fear of going to prison.
Children can threaten their parents with “turning them in” for any number of things –
with impunity. Schools have been extended to include pre-school children under the
guise of helping mothers be able to work (and allow the schools to work on their young
minds earlier and longer).
Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate aspects of the
American tradition; that students and special-interest groups should rise up and use
"united force" to solve economic, political or social problems.
DONE.
Our present regime has simply refused to enforce the laws, encouraged rioters and even
now is accusing Police of acting unlawfully and prosecuting them Publicly (much to
the delight of the Media). Now, even the Police are afraid to enforce The Law.
Overthrow all colonial governments before native populations are ready for self
government.
DONE - and continuing every day. We ‘appear’ to have won a War – then we pull out
before a WORKING Government can be formed. The opposing forces come back and
gain more strength than before. We can see it every day on television – furthermore,
the President now calls the shots on EVERYTHING, without even consulting Congress
– even on War. NONE of this is by Accident.
Internationalize the Panama Canal.
DONE.
Repeal the Connally Reservation so the United States cannot prevent the World Court
from seizing jurisdiction over Domestic problems. Give the World Court jurisdiction
over nations and individuals alike.
Not yet done - But well on the way.
Our present regime is trying very hard to convert the USA into a Global Society (OneWorld-Government), with Global laws led by the UN (including all other nations’ laws
and even Sharia law). Hillary Clinton works every day to accomplish this through the
UN Small Arms DISARMAMENT Treaty and it is rapidly approaching ratification by
our now TOTALLY Corrupt & Impotent Congress. This is ACTUALLY the LAST
step toward Full Realization of the Communist Manifesto – the ONLY one that
requires but ONE action to complete – ratification or The UN Small Arms Treaty.

Most everything here is DONE and that remaining is ALMOST Done.

